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Visible Prowess?: Reading Men's Head and Face Wounds in Early Medieval Europe to 1000 CE
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The violence of the Middle Ages (and its social regulation) has already attracted the attention of historians, giving rise to something of an industry in studying this theme. Head and facial trauma, arguably, were the most serious of injuries in early medieval society due to their very visibility. Wounds in this area, and their scars, were often closely scrutinized and commented upon by contemporaries, who seem to have had a clear sense of their potential for shame and dishonor. Such scrutiny was, however, only applied to acquired injuries and was not connected with the ancient pseudo-science of physiognomy, which concerned itself with deducing character from facial and other physical features and would enjoy some popularity later in the Middle Ages in the West.1 Injury to the head might also often result in injury to the brain, offfering a further perspective on wounds, their care, and their aftermath.
Injuries to the face and head could occur through combat, accident, or judicial punishment.2 The latter might take the form of mutilation, branding of the facial features, or of complete removal of nose and ears. Such punishments are known from the early medieval period, but their public display and increas- ingly detailed descriptions thereof, served early on to reinforce the image of the later medieval period as, in Piero Camporesi's words, a "horrible, indescribable and sadistic age."3 Less clear, however, is whether these detailed accounts reflect a continuation of earlier violence or its intensifĳication.4 Individual studies suggest that the late Middle Ages did see an increase in cruelty and atrocity,5 which so appalled Johan Huizinga, Norbert Elias, Marc Bloch, and Michel Foucault, and led to their now classic statements of the uncontrolled, emotive violence of medieval people.6 The injuries inflicted through judicial mutilation in the early Middle Ages, however, will not be considered in detail here for the simple reason that reading them was unambiguous: the person had offfended and been punished in the most visible way.7 While it is difffĳicult to quantify how many men and women sufffered such punishment (as opposed to the number of legal codes that sanctioned it), that people must have known of these penalties does inform discussion of other wounds to the face and head. Hagiographic texts, too, are largely excluded from the following discussion -while they have offfered rich evidence for sickness as punishment inflicted by God and/or the saint/s, their generic nature and moralizing purpose render them less reliable as historical evidence.8 Earlier texts are not short of graphic descriptions of this and other types of violence -one has only to read Gregory of Tours' account of the horrors of treason and civil war in Merovingian Francia9 -but while the endemic warfare of the early Middle Ages placed a premium on the status of warrior, with boys of the aristocratic elite trained from an early age in martial skills (and those from lower social classes called up to fĳight with whatever weapons they could muster), the overwhelming impression gained from written sources prior to the end of the fĳirst millennium is that violence was codifĳied, controlled, and needed ample justifĳication.10 The influence of gender studies, too, has resulted in more nuanced studies of the aggressive masculinity of warrior culture and the management of anger and its performance both in battle and in rituals such as judicial combat, hand-to-hand fĳighting, and the hunt.11
Although the historiography of medieval violence is now well-established, however, rather less attention has been paid to the fate of the wounded man in early medieval culture, particularly one sufffering facial or head wounds of a disfĳiguring or disabling nature. Early medieval law codes, medical texts, and written narratives (both historical and imaginary) provide some clues as to how the facially-wounded were treated, and an increasing body of archaeological evidence can assist in determining what wounds were inflicted and how survivable they were. There was a fĳine line dividing prestigious battle scars (whose potential to convey honor can be contested) and facial injuries so disfĳiguring (or disabling) that they engendered horror and rejection, rather than admiration, in the viewer. There is some evidence that medical assistance was available, but whether it could mitigate the long-term efffects of head and face injuries is open to question. From a legal perspective, there is abundant evidence that deliberate wounding of the face -particularly, but not exclusively, in times of peace -carried with it substantial fĳinancial penalties for the perpetrator in early medieval law codes. These, of course, were normative texts, and their primary purpose was a rhetorical statement of kingly power and authority. But contemporary evidence from other sources, such as chronicles, reveals an apparently high concern for personal appearance, with descriptions of injuries and other facial flaws.12 This suggests, at the very least, that face and head wounds required care to ensure that they healed cleanly and with the minimum of lasting damage: the law codes assume the existence of doctors to attend to injuries inflicted illegally (the perpetrator being ordered to pick up the bill for medical assistance), but provide little evidence of their practice and competence. The intervention of a competent surgeon could have a signifĳicant efffect on the victim's chances of surviving quite serious trauma,13 and prompt surgical intervention could potentially reduce the scarring and permanent damage of a head or face wound.14 The availability of practical -that is, surgical -wound care in early medieval Europe has hardly been addressed by scholars.15 The , 51-2, comments that our knowledge of medical practice pre-1200 is "all mutability;" that is, there is no overarching scheme to mirror later scholastic medicine, but early medieval medicine "is, to some fĳield of early medieval osteoarchaeology, however, is beginning to suggest quite sophisticated levels of response to serious head trauma manifested in skull remains, although it is less useful for judging the efffects of flesh wounds.16 Assuming that the victim survived his injuries, the issue of social response to the wounded and/or maimed individual is difffĳicult to determine: a battlescarred or disfĳigured face might be viewed with ambivalence by contemporaries.
Were scars a sign of honor or did they stigmatize the individual and lower his status within the group? These last questions are by far the hardest to answer since early medieval texts rarely give insight into the responses of peers or the psychological outcome for the victim. Evidence gathered from contemporary and later literary portrayals of the warrior offfer an insight into contemporary attitudes towards the maimed man through their portrayals of individual combat and associated codes of honor. Drawing examples from often terse reports in early medieval sources, wounds seem to have resulted from illegal, interpersonal violence (whether using weapons or not); from warfare (both hand-to-hand combat and wounds acquired through missiles, such as arrows, spears, and stones); from accidents arising from weapons practice; and from other accidents such as falls and collision with moving objects. Narrative sources also provide something of a fĳilter in that most of the wounds recorded are serious (exceptional?) enough to threaten life -a glancing blow with the fĳist or nick to the skin with a bladed weapon, for all that it might break a nose or cause a scar, were mentioned only if they had efffects beyond the health of the recipient. These less serious injuries are precisely the ones that the archaeological record, concerned with mainly skeletal remains, cannot easily pick up. Moreover, the lack of concern by medieval artists to render a naturalistic or detailed likeness of their subject much before 1200 means that there is little likelihood of fĳinding iconographic representations of scarred or disfĳigured people.17
Early medieval law codes, issued by kings in the nascent states of Western Europe after the fall of Rome, are by far the most detailed in their accounts of extent, ancient medicine (e.g. Dioscurides) continued by other means." When doctors (medici) do appear in the narrative sources, it is all too often in the context of a rejection of their skills in favor of God's help, e.g. GT face and head wounds, but they are also the most problematic to interpret.18 Patrick Wormald has suggested that the lengthy lists of compensation payments for injuries to the head and body contained in most of the codes issued from the sixth to ninth centuries across Western Europe were more concerned with providing a memorable reminder of the king's authority over his people than with the injuries per se.19 Taking this cautionary note into account, it is nevertheless interesting to explore the form that "injury" took in these collections of clauses. On the head, attention was focused on breaking the skull (and degrees of exposure of the brain),20 striking out or damaging eyes and eyelids,21 cutting offf or maiming the nose,22 cutting offf or maiming ears,23 and causing wounds to other facial features such as the chin and the lips.24 Almost all early medieval codifĳications of law in the West contain such lists of injuries: in all cases, the perpetrator of the injury was fĳined rather than physically punished. The early ninth-century Lex Frisionum, "given" by the Carolingians to the Frisians soon after Charlemagne's imperial coronation, is a positive panoply of personal injury, with the head and face covered by nearly thirty individualbut possibly not original -chapters.25 It is distinct in breaking down the separate areas of the face into even more specifĳic parts, such as wrinkles of the forehead cut by an assailant, nose components, and areas of the cheek and jaw, detailing a penalty of twelve shillings for leaving a "sunken scar which is called a sipido."26 Many other "injuries" listed in the codes, however -such as cutting and pulling of hair27 or damage to the teeth28 -might literally be termed superfĳicial. It is clear from other provisions that what is at stake is not the health of the victim but her/his (usually his) honor, and that of the king whose peace is being breached by violent episodes of this type. Honor in the codes was explicitly linked to unblemished personal appearance, and damage to this carried with it a penalty to be paid to avoid reprisal (the Lombard King Rothari's Edict, LL Rothari, c. 19, "Si quis pro iniuria sua vindicanda …" [whoever in order to avenge his injury …], makes the threat of revenge explicit). The Alamannic law code of the seventh century punished any facial injury that could not be covered with hair or beard (LA 60.21, similar to LL Rothari c. 46) while Lex Frisionum Additio Sapientum, by far the most explicit on this matter, included a clause (3.16) punishing with a fĳine of 4 solidi any mutilation of the face that was visible at a specifĳic distance: "Si ex percussione deformitas faciei illata fuerit, quae de 12 pedum longitudine posit agnosci … " [If through the blow a deformity of the face is caused which can be seen from 12 feet away]. Such concerns were echoed outside the Frankish world: the Irish laws imposed a fĳine for a lasting blemish or disability and demanded further payments from the perpetrator Indeed, the laws do not seem to consider how serious a wound might be in medical terms. In Ireland, the disfĳiguring blemish took on a supernatural signifĳicance, disqualifying kings as taboo if they were even accidentally injured.32 The Frankish group of laws levied similar fĳines whether an injury was superfĳi-cial and medically more serious -fĳines for cutting offf noses and ears, gouging eyes, or hitting the head so hard that skull and brain were exposed and/or broken were at similar levels to the "superfĳicial" group, such as knocking out a tooth. This suggests that the actual afffront -and potential for revenge -contained in an action was at the core of legislators' priorities rather than the medical after-efffects of specifĳic injuries on the victim.33
Laws, therefore, sought to keep the peace: the potential head and facial injuries listed there seem to be envisaged as the result of inappropriate, interpersonal insult, and violence. They do not, however, exhaust the types of wound that might be sufffered to the face and head, especially in battle situations.34 In his study of early Carolingian warfare, Bernard S. Bachrach discusses the main types of weaponry that a soldier might use and face in combat. Basing his discussion on the treatise De Procinctu Romanae Militiae of Rabanus Maurus (d.856), Bachrach suggests that infantry soldiers were trained to jab short swords and cause puncture injuries, fĳirst at the head and face of the enemy, and then at other parts of his body. This, he argues, was a more efffective means of disabling and killing than using a slashing motion with the sword, which risked hitting only bone and shield and possibly one's own comrades.35 Archaeological studies, too, seem to concur that the "primary target on the body" in close combat was the head that, if the individual was lacking or had lost his helmet, was the least protected part of his body.36 A blow to the head would also temporarily incapacitate an opponent, leaving him vulnerable to a kill stroke. However, Bachrach seems to take Rabanus's idealized view on trust when he states that (Roman-style) short swords were the preferred weapon of the Carolingian phalanx, despite substantial archaeological evidence that spears were also used. Dismissing the idea of a row of spearmen, Bachrach remarks: "Such a melange of armaments [spears, broken shafts, some swords used once the spear was thrown] seems less efffective than ranks of men armed uniformly with short swords that ostensibly are unbreakable."37 Here, the ideal is mistaken for the reality of warfare: archaeological remains quite commonly display blunt-weapon injury to the skull (such as might have been made by staves or spear shafts) alongside blade injuries, and it seems that the elite commanders of such ranks might have used double-edged, longer swords, whose primary aim was to slash down or across an enemy's face and body.38 Another type of head wound that does show up in the evidence is a direct hit by a projectile, whether an arrow in the face, often in the eye area, or missiles such as stones either thrown from above or shot by machine.39 Arrow wounds were particularly difffĳicult to treat and those recorded in the written evidence were usually fatal, compounded, in many cases, by the difffĳiculty of removing an arrowhead that might be barbed or poisoned.40 The potential for bruising and superfĳicial cuts and lacerations was greater than is revealed by the archaeological evidence, which mainly picks up the blows that hit home to the bone in a fatal, or near-fatal, manner.41 Earlier sources rarely describe these injuries in much detail,42 but the later poets make much of such glancing blows, emphasizing the dangers of hand-to-hand combat. The epic Raoul de Cambrai (hereafter Raoul), as Sarah Kay has demonstrated in her edition, was written in two main parts in the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, but the oral tradition underpinning the poem seems to extend back to the anarchic period in Flanders following the collapse of Carolingian power in the late ninth and early tenth centuries.43 It is a rich source of detail for potential injuries, including glancing blows (here mitigated by the recipient's helmet): "Del cercle d'or li a molt recolpé, et del nazel qan q'en a encontré, et el visaige l'a un petit navré … A icest colp fu l'enfes estouné" [… he has cut offf a great section of the gold circlet and all the noseguard that lay in the path of his blow, wounding him slightly in the face … The boy was stunned by the blow] (194, 3906-7, 246-7). This is echoed by a scene in the slightly earlier Song of Roland (again harking back to the Carolingian period), in which Thierry is injured on his forehead and cheek before defeating his opponent Pinabel (laisse 292, ll. 3919-20). While the elaborate set-pieces of combat contained in the poem clearly belong to its later textual community (such scenes, for example, are not found in the earlier Anglo-Saxon poem The Battle of Maldon), their accounts of wounding echo the themes met already in earlier material of individual honor and combat, targeted at the head. Raoul is also useful for its emphasis on how an enemy might be killed -the numerous references to espandue cervele "brains dashed" (49, 841, 66-7), or en iert mainte froide cervele "many brains lying cold" (57, 1022, 76-7), or sa cervele desor ces oils gesir "brains spilling over his eyes" (158, 3010-3012, 194-5) again suggest that the head was a major target in close combat, and that removal of, or damage to, a helmet was key to many deaths. Early medieval Welsh poetry, such as the ninth-century Llywarch Hen Saga, includes similar scenes: "Briwyt rac Pyll penngloc fffer" [A brave man's skull was smashed before Pyll… .]44 The apparent vulnerability of the face and head in early medieval culture raises a question about protection. The laws of the Lombard King Aistulf include a clause dating to 750 (LL Aistulf c. 2) that deals with the arms that men of diffferent status were required to have. While armor (lorica) and weapons are mentioned, there is no reference to headgear. Nicholas Brooks uses evidence of Anglo-Saxon heriot payments to suggest that helmets may not have been a regular piece of equipment, even at higher social levels, prior to the eleventh century in England.45 The Anglo-Saxon poem Beowulf does feature descriptions of helmets, however, with facemasks, decorative boars, and protective bands of silver.46 Perhaps head protection was so self-evidently necessary that it simply does not feature as a special requirement.
However the wound was acquired, it might or might not require medical attention: several early medieval laws draw a distinction between a wound that could or could not be staunched, and recommended that the latter should be cared for by a doctor.47 The length of time that a wound might take to heal was uppermost in these texts, and both Saxon and Irish laws made provision 44 The for the incapacitated victim to receive fĳinancial remuneration from her/his assailant.48
The actual availability of care may have varied by region. Chief among the obstacles to reaching early medieval surgeons in Christian Europe is that they have left no written record of their practice outside. Surgery was, after all, conceived as a separate branch of medicine in antiquity,49 a distinction that is visible in texts from the Muslim world. The Egyptian physician Ibn Ridwan (d.1068) commented:
I divide the teaching of medicine into two parts: one is theory, which is to be studied either from the books of Hippocrates or those of Galen… The other is practice, by which I mean the study of bone-setting, the restoration of dislocations, incision, suturing, cautery, lancing, eye remedies and all other manual procedures.50
Put simply, then, surgery was the care of the external body, a response to trauma, wounding, or the visible lesions caused by disease. In the eyes of "rational" western writers such as Theoderic of Bologna, active in the mid-thirteenth century, surgical intervention was a last resort after diet, regime, and medicines had been tried, and even then, its practitioners needed, in Theoderic's words, to be "well-read"; that is, to be able to link their treatments of the wound to knowledge of the internal workings of the body.51 Influenced by such texts, medical historians have tended to dismiss earlier practice, which in Stanley Rubin's opinion was "based more upon empirical and traditional ideas than on pathological knowledge."52 Yet empirical skills were precisely 48 The what were required in treating wounds and their after-efffects; Clare Pilsworth's work on the apparent prestige of medical experts in Lombard Italy suggests that competent practitioners existed long before the advent of the "rational" surgical profession in the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries.53 The existence of surgical procedures in the Anglo-Saxon Leechbook, copied in the tenth and eleventh centuries, supports this view.54
In the absence of early medieval surgical texts per se, the search for ideas about wounds must trawl a little more widely. In fact, early medieval literature is full of metaphorical uses of wounds and wounding, be it Charlemagne's biographer Einhard reflecting on whether the wound of his wife's death will ever heal over to a scar with the medicine of consolation,55 or Fulbert of Chartres (c. 970-c. 1030) envisaging a more robust surgical intervention to bring Bishop Hubert of Angers, whom he had excommunicated, to penitence. Fulbert refers to falce discretionis "the scalpel of prudence" to cut away the bishop's sins, instructing him to Deinde amputationis illius vulnera recentia, ne aliquam aliam passionem generent, penalis cauterio timoris ustulabis; quam usturam ne frigus impietatis tangat, caritatis ardore et oleo fovebis misericordiae … Post hoc autem has virtutis speties, humilitatem, pacientiam, et obedientiam, in unum melle divinorum eloquiorum confĳities, et in buxtala tuae mentis hoc antidotum diligenter recondes.
[cauterize the raw wounds … with the hot iron of holy fear so as to prevent their fostering some other disorder; and keep the places you have cauterized warm with the fĳire of charity and the oil of mercy that they may not be chilled by the touch of impiety. … Then take the virtues of humility, patience and obedience, and mix them with the honey of the A metaphor, certainly, but it hints at some very simple wound management open to those less well-educated than Fulbert and his circle: cutting away bad flesh, cauterizing but then applying emollients to the wound, before adding honey, which both protected and healed with its antiseptic qualities.57 So who might undertake such tasks? At the highest social level, kings were clearly attended by physicians, who might treat even their most superfĳicial injuries. For example, when a fragile wooden arcade collapsed on Emperor Louis the Pious and his attendants in 817, the king's wounds -a bruised chest, an injury to the back of his right ear, and an injury to his groin from a piece of flying wood -were quickly dealt with "through the diligence of his physicians (medicorum)," and he was able to go hunting less than three weeks later.58 Louis's eponymous son, Louis the German, also met with misfortune, falling from a second story; not giving his physicians enough time to heal him, however, he then had to have rotting flesh cut out from his (unspecifĳied) wounds and remained laid up at Aachen.59
Beyond the court, however, personal surgeons were rare. Given the access to culinary ingredients, knives, and needles mentioned in texts about wounds, however, it may not be too far-fetched to suggest that the healers for most cuts and abrasions were the wives and daughters of injured men, but even they might not have tackled more serious head and facial injuries.60 The German chronicler Thietmar of Merseburg (d.1018) commented, for example, that he was made permanently "ridiculous" by his childhood broken nose and the damage caused by a fĳistula on his cheek.61 56 The Where surgical expertise was required, however, was with more serious cranial injuries. The Leechbooks feature several recipes for a broken head, mainly consisting of applied remedies, but there is also concern to remove bone fragments, suggesting some confĳidence that a patient might be saved.62 Other evidence supports the idea that such injuries, often caused by blows with blunt instruments or the impact of thrown stones, were considered treatable. Turning to the early medieval law codes again, the Alamannic code of the seventh century assumes that a physician will be called to treat the injury and, more pertinently in a legal context, to testify to its severity. The law continues that if the brain is exposed "ut medicus cum pinna aut cum fanone cervella tetigit" [so that the medic touches/treats it with a cloth"],63 the fĳine is heavier, and that if brains are spilt "ut medicus cum medicamentum aut sirico stupavit et postea sanavit, et hoc probatum est" [so that the medic plugs it with medicines and silk and afterwards it heals and this is proven] (LA, 60.6-7), a still heavier fĳine will ensue. The apparent "care" of the wound here is tantalizing. The high-value cloth used by the medic to bind the head may indicate the severity of the wound (and the price for mending it), or the use of "silk" might imply suturing. Either way, the incredulity that might greet survival is underlined by the "if this is proven" at the end of the clause. Surviving such a serious wound, undergoing treatment, and being capable, thereafter, of bringing a case for assault was probably so rare as to arouse both wonder and suspicion.
Early archaeological evidence suggests, however, that even serious head wounds were survivable, and that some must have been treated. Literary sources, too, portray survivors, such as Wulf Wonreding in Beowulf, who, though injured by a "keen wound" from a sword to his head through his helmet, was, nevertheless, "bound up" and recovered from it (ll. 2973-6). Exploring the later world of Crusader surgeons, Piers Mitchell cites a survey of cemetery evidence from early medieval Germany, in which approximately thirty of the deceased had cranial fractures and three-quarters of these had healed, indicating survival. Similarly, two warrior burials recently found in central Italy showed severe, but partly healed, head traumas.64 Had these men received 62 Leechbook I, 38, at 91; Leechbook II, 33, at 327. Also see: Banham and Voth, "The Diagnosis and Treatment of Wounds," in this volume. 63
Pinna and fanone are both translated by the editor of the laws as "cloth" (pinna being read as panna), but Leechbook II, 33, does include application of a salve to a shoulder wound using a feather, and a skull injury might, therefore, be treated just as delicately. Mitchell comments, further work on archaeological sites can only expand the sample of remains to inform our knowledge of the survivability of head injuries sustained in warfare. The geographical distribution of the archaeological samples, however, does point to the availability of surgery across a wide area. But how was a survivor treated? Ironically, a healed hole in the skull was probably the least noticeable injury: the scalp would, eventually, cover the site, and provided that the trauma had not afffected the brain (one of the major reasons why trepanation took place was precisely to relieve the pressure of depressed fractures on the cerebrum), the victim might not appear permanently disfĳigured. However, facial injuries and other visible wounds, such as maimed or missing ears, seem to have attracted the comment of writers who then felt compelled to provide the rationale for the victim's appearance. This is clearly linked to the judicial punishments mentioned earlier. A mutilated ear, whether accidental, acquired in battle, or removed as penalty, offfered the potential for misinterpretation. The Bavarian code of the early seventh century, for example, discusses several injuries to the ear which, if maimed, would exinde turpis appareat "appear shameful" (LBai 4.14). This particular sign of shame extended beyond the western European kingdoms. The ninth-century Byzantine chronicler Theophanes reproduces a story relating to the fĳifth-century patrician Illos, whose right ear was cut offf in an assassination attempt: "ἰαθεὶς δὲ τὴν πληγὴν ἐφόρει καμελαύκιν. καὶ ᾐτήσατο τὸν βασιλέα ἐπὶ τὴν ἀνατολὴν ἀπελθεῖν διὰ τὸ τοὺς ἀέρας ἀλλ άξαι, ὅτι ἠσθένη ἐκ τῆς πληγῆς"66 [When he was cured of the wound, he used to wear a cap. He asked the emperor to send him to the East so that he could enjoy a change of air because he was weak from the wound].67 This story is told as a prelude to a later rebellion by the same man. It seems pretty clear that Illos was dishonored by his wound (and the circumstances in which it was acquired) and actually withdrew, not for health reasons, but to render his lack of ear, which he tried to hide with a cap, even less visible. Already without honor, the text implies, and, thus, precisely the sort of man who would betray the emperor. That this potential association persisted in Western as well as Eastern thought is suggested by a passage from Thietmar of Merseburg's Chronicon, in which he comments that Bishop Michael of Regensburg had lost an ear in battle, but "his mutilation brought him no shame but great honor."68 The bishop's lack of an ear would have been apparent (unless, of course, he wore his hair long, unlikely in a cleric). But since he acquired the injury in battle, it may have been important to emphasize this. Raoul attests to the continued power of the lack of ear to signal shame. Deprived of his ear by Gautier, Bernier exclaims: "Dex vrais peres, qe ferai qant sor mon droit l'orelle perdu ai? Se ne me venge, ja mais lies ne serai!" [Oh God our true father what shall I do now that I have lost my ear even though I am in the right? If I don't avenge myself I'll never be happy again!] (232, 4832-4, 298-9). This episode might be played out in the late-twelfth century section of the text, but the equation of loss of ears with loss of honor had a long history, which may explain why the apparently minor injury to Louis the Pious' ear was, nevertheless, mentioned and explained.
While the link with possible criminality might be a reason to conceal some head and face wounds, the key to understanding seems to be the implied loss of dignity, honor, and masculinity. Being beaten or disfĳigured suggested a humiliating inability to defend oneself. Mutilating defeated enemies -such as Cnut's apparent cruelty to his Anglo-Saxon hostages in 1014 -was simply an extreme end of the continuum, and, in this case, interpreted as the unjust action of a foreigner against defenseless men.69 At the other end, losing a fĳight was just as shameful. In the words of Law 41 of the Lombard King Rothari: if a man who was essentially minding his own business (literally, "standing or walking along") was seized and beaten up without the king's permission, a fĳine of half what would have been paid had he been killed was payable, since "in turpe et inde risiculum ipsius eum male tractavit" [he drags that man evilly into shame and derision].70 That is, a man with visible signs of being beaten Bernier, desperate to avenge this assault with a blunt weapon, "… d'un siglaton a la teste bendee. Il vest l'auberc don't la maille est feree, et lace l'elme, si a çainte l'espee" [bandaged his head with a piece of fĳine cloth. He puts on his coat of iron mail, then laces on his helmet and girds his sword] (88, 1620-22), and with de la face … le sanc raier "the blood pouring from his face" (89, 1665-7) tells his father what happened: "'Me geri il d'un baston de poumier/Tous sui sanglans desq'al neu del baier'" ["Raoul hit me with a stick of apple-wood, I am all bloody down to the clasp on my belt"] (89, 1680-1). Ultimately, Bernier's injury leaves him with a recognizable scar, an important plot device in a later romantic interlude (299, 6921), but his impetuous refusal of his father's advice (91, 1760-1) to rest and receive medical care for the injury (echoing Louis the German's impatience) may offfer further insight into a medieval mentality in which even temporary incapacity and inability to perform as a warrior was to be feared.
It is, therefore, not surprising to read ambivalence about cases of disfĳigure-ment also in historical narratives, with a need to recount its circumstances. For example, the Annals of St. Bertin record for the year 864:
Carolus iuvenis … noctu rediens de venatione in silva Cotia iocari cum aliis iuvenibus et coaevis suis putans, operante diabolo ab Albuino iuvene in capite spatha percutitur pene usque ad cerebrum; quae plaga a tempore sinistro usque ad malam dextrae maxillae pervenit.
[Young Charles … while he only meant to enjoy some horseplay with other young men of his own age … was struck in the head with a sword by a youth named Albuin. The blow penetrated almost as far as the brain, reaching from his left temple to his right cheekbone and jaw…]71 Charles was the grandson of Louis the Pious, but despite the account recording the injury (and its after-efffects: Charles was said to have sufffered a "disturbance of the brain" and to have had epileptic fĳits for the remaining two years of his life), it has nothing at all to say about the care he received. However, two elements of the report need to be highlighted: fĳirst, that the major injury Charles received was presented as accidental -there was no hint in the source that his assailants intended to injure him (and, thus, no reference in the annals to compensation being demanded); and second, Charles appears not to have been dishonored by his injury -in fact his father made provision for him to receive an honorable position, as sub-king of Aquitaine, for the two remaining years of his life. Yet contemporaries disagreed on this: while the St. Bertin annals present the injury as accidental and remain silent on the issue of honor, Ado of Vienne (d. 870) reports that Charles was molestatus et dehonestatus "troubled and dishonored" by his injury.72 Moreover, Regino of Prum (d. 915) tells a rather diffferent story of the incident, saying that Charles provoked Albuin's attack "out of the levity of youth" and that his assailant struck him on the head with his sword, leaving him half-dead with a vultu deformatus "deformed face."73 Young warriors were, it seems, expected to practice their skills even in peace time -The Song of Roland mentions young warriors practicing their swordplay in passing (laisse 8.113) -but the results of over-exuberance (as in Charles's case) or perhaps of inexperience in feinting blows meant that this could be as dangerous as real warfare. Raoul features another scene of practice/horseplay with fatal results:
Cil chevalier commencent a jouer a l'escremie por lor cors deporter. Tant i joerent a mal l'estut torner -apres lor giu lor covint aïrer : les fĳix Ernaut i covint mort jeter, cel de Doai qi tant fĳist a loer.
[The knights started a round of fencing to amuse themselves. They played so eagerly things were bound to go wrong -their fun inevitably turned to sorrow. The sons of Ernault, the praiseworthy lord of Douai, were fated to meet their deaths there] (27, 370-375). According to the evidence, many wounds to the head and face injuries seem to have been a source of shame or humiliation, and they demand a diffferent way of looking at battle scars, which are traditionally associated with heroic behavior. 75 The latent or open reciprocity of masculine violence in early medieval European society meant that, far from being markers of a warrior's prowess, scars bore testimony to being hit or failing to defend oneself. And the younger a man was, the longer he would have to bear the stigma of his wounds. 76 The only way out of such disgrace was to be able to point to the worse fate (preferably death) of the victim's assailant -"you think this is bad? You should see the other guy!" Hence, Charles's dishonor at the hands of Albuin may have been compounded by the fact that his assailant (according to Regino) fled, well aware of what he had done. Emperor Heraclius, caught on the lip by a Persian spear, dispatched his opponent, thereby maintaining (in Theophanes' text, at least) his heroic reputation. The fĳictional Thierry, nicked on the cheek and forehead, killed his opponent, Pinabel. And the life (and honor) of Wulf Wonreding, seriously wounded and, thus, unable to kill his attacker, was saved by his brother Eofor. Despite the best effforts of legislators to encourage or impose fĳinancial compensation, physical revenge was still, it seems, a preferable marker of the man.77
Early medieval sources are certainly not lacking in references to serious and superfĳicial head and facial wounds, but their concern is less with the medical after-efffects than with the social responses that such wounds might elicit. Legal texts in the West are remarkably consistent in their view of the wounded man -he was shamed and would want revenge unless compensated fĳinan-cially. Moreover, his shame was often linked to his social status -the higher a man's social standing, the more damaging (and costly) an injury to him would be. Narrative sources, too, take care to explain visible blemishes and disfĳigure-ments, both to dissociate such injuries from similar, contemporary judicial punishments, and to save the face -literally -of the victim. Many of the examples in such sources feature rulers and clerics, groups for whom physical blemishes could provoke a challenge to their authority (and who were most likely to have access to "professional" medical care). What is conspicuously absent from the sample discussed here is any sense of the battle-scarred hero -neither Beowulf nor The Battle of Maldon include this motif, nor do later epic poems such as Roland or Raoul. It is unclear why this should be, given the prestige that bearing scars conveyed in later, masculine cultures such as the dueling culture of early modern Europe. Since head (and particularly facial) injuries were survivable, there must have been a signifĳicant number of scarred men living in medieval communities -the archaeology supports this view. The reticence of early medieval writers on the subject, and the concomitant lack of written evidence for surgical intervention, suggests either that face wounds were a delicate subject (at least at the level of the elite) and/or that they were so commonplace that they, and the care they received, merited little comment.78
